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The old dream 
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- All existing empirical data on-line 

- An integrated resource discovery gateway to identify and 

locate these data 

- Extensive amounts of metadata available  

- The ability to carry out simple on-line browsing, 

visualization and analysis 

- The ability to seamlessly subset and download data and 

metadata to specialized analysis or visualization tools 

- Efficient hyperlinks from data sources to relevant papers 

and notes. 

 

 

    S. Musgrave / P. Littlewood (cca. 2000) 



Some data about Nesstar usage  
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Nesstar is currently run by most archives in Europe, and a reasonable  

number of data libraries in US/Canada. 
 

Nesstar was originally developed by and for archives, and is 

designed to fit many important documentation and dissemination use-

cases for data archives. Nesstar was also the first tool to support DDI, 

which is still a highly relevant standard for data documentation. 

 

There are currently > 130 instances of Nesstar Server worldwide, 

from Vancouver to Taiwan and from South-Africa to Iceland. 

 

In volume, the International Household Survey Network  

(http://ihsn.org/home/) is the most important Nesstar user. IHSN do not  

use Nesstar Server, but they use Nesstar Publisher as a documentation  

tool for statistical agencies in a large number of (developing)  

countries on all continents. 

https://mail.fdv.uni-lj.si/owa/redir.aspx?C=wERnnmGjYUiU7nmCt_vc-3sHvv_5S9EIgzrGfCMaVp2kG3vaodbj-WP4-c4x7g-QV7WC-58fB9c.&URL=http://ihsn.org/home/
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Nesstar also fully supports multilingual metadata, which makes it  

possible to document data in more than one language (without 

duplicating data). 

 

Nesstar Server comes with a set of APIs that allow for third-party  

integration with data, metadata and functionality (e.g. tabulation and  

download operations) on the server.  

 

Because of the APIs and the DDI support, the Nesstar platform is also  

very easy to repurpose for other services, e.g. the CESSDA Portal and  

the DwB Data Discovery portal. 

 

Important/high profile users of Nesstar include: 

European Social Survey: 

 

UK Data Service 

 

GESIS ZACAT 
 

 

 

http://nesstar.ess.nsd.uib.no/webview/
http://nesstar.ess.nsd.uib.no/webview/
http://nesstar.ukdataservice.ac.uk/webview/
http://nesstar.ukdataservice.ac.uk/webview/
http://zacat.gesis.org/webview/
http://zacat.gesis.org/webview/
http://www.norgeshelsa.no/norgeshelsa/


Nesstar Publisher (Located on desktop) 
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Nesstar Publisher – a sophisticated authoring environment that can 

publish data from a variety of sources (including SPSS, SAS, Excel 

etc.). The tool includes a specialised metadata editor, data and 

metadata validation routines and metadata templates that provide 

standardisation and control. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Easy editing/creation and export 

of DDI documented datasets with 

XML experience needed. 

Tools to compute/recode/label 

new, or existing, variables to be 

added to a dataset before 

publishing. 

Tools to validate metadata and 

variables. 

The ability to import and export 

data to the most common statistical 

formats, including delimited files. 

The ability to include automatically 

generated frequency and summary 

statistics for each variable. 

Multilingual - Arabic, Chinese, 

English, French, Portuguese, 

Russian and Spanish and more. 
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Nesstar Publisher 



Nesstar Server (Located on server) 
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Nesstar Server - includes an SQL-based metadata management 
system, a data storage system, a powerful statistical engine as well as 
a flexible access control system. 
Nesstar WebView – totally customisable and configurable layer that 
presents the search, browse, display, analysis and retrieval options to 
the user.  Able to seamlessly handle survey data, cubes and other 
resources.   

Multiple 

crosstabulation and 

recoding 

Regression and 

correlation analysis 



Nesstar web view 
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Export to Excel, PDF 

Bookmark page 



Thank you for your attention!  

Irena Vipavc Brvar  

UL, Slovene Social Science Data Archives 

"Data Archives/Services and Research Community" 


